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lion, or $161 per record, according to the 2021 Cost of a Data Breach
Report from IBM Security.1 The study found that over a third of this
cost comes from lost business and that costs occur for several years
after the breach. Note that this is the global average—the average cost of a data
breach in the United States in 2021 was even higher at $9.05 million. It’s very clear
from the report that data breaches are expensive and damaging.
Libraries experience data breaches, even while the numbers used in the Cost of a
Data Breach Report better represent businesses and the medical sector. Several public library systems have dealt with data breaches in the past few years:
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• Contra Costa County Library in California had its data compromised in a
ransomware attack in early 2020; luckily, the library had stopped collecting driver’s license numbers the year before and had deleted older license
numbers, mitigating the damage from the attack.2
• The Columbus Metropolitan Library in Ohio experienced a breach in 2018
that was most likely the result of spear phishing.3
• The Indianhead Federated Library System in Wisconsin experienced a
breach in 2017 that resulted in the loss of data ranging from names and
addresses to birth dates and driver’s license numbers.4
• The Alameda County Library in California experienced a data breach in
2017, though it was not clear how many patron records were exposed.5
These are just breaches that have been reported in the news and don’t represent all
of the public library breaches that have occurred.
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Academic libraries are not immune from breaches. These breaches usually happen at the university level and often focus on credential theft (which can then be
used to access library resources). In 2019 institutions ranging from large public
universities (e.g., Arizona State University and Oregon State University) to community colleges (e.g., City College of San Francisco and Community College of
Allegheny County) to small private colleges (e.g., Oberlin College and Hamilton
College) experienced data breaches.6 Universities were also specifically targeted by
the Silent Librarian phishing campaign since 2013, in which people received e-mails
stating that their library account had expired and asking them to follow a fraudulent link to reactivate it. The scope of the attack was large. The Silent Librarian
campaign is estimated to have affected 144 universities in the United States and
another 176 universities worldwide, resulting in almost 8,000 compromised
accounts and causing the loss of over 30 terabytes of stolen data and intellectual
property (valued at over $3 billion).7 In 2018, the US Justice Department announced
charges against nine Iranians behind the attacks.8 Finally, K–12 education and public school systems also had a large number of data breaches in 2019, which may
have affected school libraries.9
Library vendors have been breached as well. The video-streaming service Kanopy exposed API and website access logs in 2019.10 Scholarly publisher Elsevier also
had a breach in 2019 that exposed users’ e-mails and passwords online.11 In 2014
Adobe Digital Editions was found to be collecting detailed logs of library users’
e-book reading and sending this data unencrypted back to Adobe, a fact of which
libraries were not made aware.12 Again, it is very likely that other libraries and vendors have had breaches that haven’t been reported in the news or even been discovered yet.
All of these stories show that data has value. Part of that value is monetary, as
exemplified by the attention-grabbing numbers at the very beginning of this chapter, but part of data’s value is inherent to what it represents to the person to whom
the data belongs. There is value in the trust a patron loses when the library is unable
to properly care for their data and in the privacy lost should a patron’s data be
shared beyond the library. The value of privacy and trust in the library are central to
this book’s focus on how to handle patron data responsibly.
Valuing privacy and trust means that libraries should be just as concerned about
small data leaks as they are about large data breaches. A leak happens when circulation staff give a woman’s account information to her abusive ex-husband or give
parents access to their teen’s separate library account to find checkouts relating to
questioning one’s gender or sexuality. Library staff can also improperly access and
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use patron data, such as when contacting patrons for a nonlibrary purpose. Accidents also happen, for example, when sending patron data to the wrong e-mail
address or when decommissioning outdated computers or photocopiers without
properly destroying data on hard drives. Libraries also share patron data intentionally, such as for assessment (or, as higher education calls it, learning analytics) and
marketing segmentation research; this can be considered as an ethical breach
because patrons often do not know that their data is being used in these projects.
These small data leaks are much more frequent than large breaches and require
every library worker to help prevent them.
Data is a major part of running a library, and the way the library cares for that
data has a major impact on our patrons’ privacy and trust in the library (and, yes,
good data management is also good for the library’s budget by preventing a data
breach). Only by protecting data responsibly does the library demonstrate that it
values patrons’ privacy and trust. This book explores the many ways to care for our
patrons’ data through the lens of patron privacy, a core tenet of librarianship.
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This book starts from the default position that we are all working toward improved
patron privacy. All actions and strategies recommended within these pages are
offered in pursuit of that goal. This is because privacy is a general good and core to
the values of the library and society at large. Privacy supports personal autonomy,
as free inquiry and unmonitored communication allow for self-development. Privacy also allows for anonymous speech and free association between people, which
are valuable practices within a democracy. The right to act as one’s true self without
being monitored is an important human right.
It is beyond the scope of this book to provide a definitive meaning to the term
privacy. Scholars regularly debate different privacy definitions and frameworks, so
we will refer to several existing sources rather than offering a new definition here.
A relevant definition comes from the American Library Association (ALA), which
places privacy in the library context. In its document “An Interpretation of the
Library Bill of Rights,” ALA states that privacy “includes the right to open inquiry
without having the subject of one’s interest examined or scrutinized by others, in
person or online.”13 (The document also notes that privacy is different from confidentiality, which “exists when a library is in possession of personally identifiable
information about its users and keeps that information private on their behalf.”)
This framing is based in information privacy, which allows for unrestricted
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consultation of information resources. Privacy, however, is a broader concept than
this, as seen in the simple definition of privacy offered in 1890 by Warren and
Brandeis: the “right to be let alone.”14 Both definitions are useful for thinking about
patron privacy in libraries.
Privacy can also be defined with respect to how information flows. Helen Nissenbaum describes privacy through the framework of contextual integrity, wherein
information is expected to be shared within particular contexts but not within
others.15 For example, sharing medical information with one’s doctor is expected,
but it breaks contextual integrity for your doctor to share your medical information
with a stranger; the second case invades your privacy because you don’t expect your
medical information to be shared in this context. Similarly, Daniel Solove defines
privacy through the types of activities that threaten to violate it: information collection, information processing, information dissemination, and invasion.16 We
find framing privacy through controlling information flows to be useful, as much of
the rest of the book focuses on managing the flows of patron data.
A final model that is useful for thinking about privacy in a library context is
“physical-equivalent privacy.”17 Dorothea Salo’s model challenges us to translate
the use of electronic resources and services into a comparable, physical equivalent
to evaluate privacy threats. Under the heuristic, libraries should avoid electronic
resource services, vendors, and standards that afford less privacy than their physical equivalents. For example, libraries should avoid detailed website tracking
because its physical equivalent, following patrons throughout their time at the
physical library, would be a privacy violation. Libraries have long-established library
privacy practices around physical resources and services, so physical-equivalent
privacy is a useful starting point for evaluating the privacy implications of virtual
services and resources.
No matter the exact definition, protecting patron privacy is core to the library
profession. Privacy is encapsulated in our codes of ethics, from both ALA—“we
protect each library user’s right to privacy and confidentiality with respect to information sought or received and resources consulted, borrowed, acquired or transmitted”—and IFLA (International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions)—“librarians and other information workers respect personal privacy, and
the protection of personal data, necessarily shared between individuals and institutions.”18 Article VII of ALA’s Library Bill of Rights also states that “all people,
regardless of origin, age, background, or views, possess a right to privacy and confidentiality in their library use. Libraries should advocate for, educate about, and
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protect people’s privacy, safeguarding all library use data, including personally
identifiable information.”19 The second sentence specifically calls out protecting
library data, including personally identifiable information, which is the major
theme of this book.

Why Data Management?
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Our modern economy runs on data. It is the backbone of our financial systems,
social media, educational systems, retail, and government. Similarly, the modern
library generates and utilizes a large amount of data. Consider all of the data
involved when a patron checks out a book: the book’s data appears in the catalog;
the patron’s data is found in the integrated library system (ILS); and when the
patron checks out the book, the system connects the patron to the book in the
form of new data with a time stamp; there may also be an e-mail associated with
this transaction—new data—to tell the patron the book is available and/or coming
due. Patrons generate data as they access resources via proxy servers or amass fines
for overdue items. Data is generated via building security, such as from security
cameras or card access swipes in libraries with restricted access and from paper
sign-in sheets for library events. These represent just some of the types of data that
libraries regularly collect and use.
The simple truth is that by using a modern library, our patrons leave data trails
behind them. This is not a problem, in itself, as some of this data is necessary for
running a library. We need to track who has which books checked out, for example,
so we can get them back or monitor computer session time if there are time limits.
The problems occur, however, when data is breached, spreads, is improperly
accessed, or succumbs to any of the other myriad scenarios that happen with data.
These issues quickly move from being only data problems to being privacy problems
as well, as much of the data libraries hold is about patrons and their activities.
While many resources covering patron privacy exist, this book focuses on data
management as a means to protect patron privacy. This is because the data itself is
what encapsulates the patron information that must be kept private. When data is
breached or leaked, patron privacy is lost. Good ethical choices provide the framework, but good data management actually determines the degree to which patron
privacy gets implemented in a modern library. The goal of this book is for libraries
of all types to better manage their data to ensure it is being handled responsibly,
efficiently, and in a manner that protects patron privacy.
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As this is a book about data, it is pertinent to also define what data means. Many
definitions of data exist in every context that data is used, from personally identifiable information (PII)—more on this soon—to student data, from research data to
health data. This book specifically focuses on digital patron data, though it touches
on other types of data. We define library patron data as any digital information
directly about patrons, or information that records interactions between patrons
and the library or its resources, that is held by the library itself, its vendors, or other
partners.
Patron data comes in many forms, from numeric to text to images and more.
Consider the range of data types that may be found in a library: patron name and
e-mail (text), checkout counts (numbers), pictures from library events (images),
recordings from security cameras (video), and voice messages left with the library
(sound recordings). Many people associate data with only numbers or information
in spreadsheets, but it is important to recognize that patron data may exist in formats that have not historically been considered as data. This book considers any
type of information about patrons and their library activities to be patron data, no
matter the format.
PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION
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Within all types of data, PII is especially important to define so as to understand
how individual patrons may be identified from their data. Broadly, PII is any information about a person that can be used, either as a single data point or with other
data points, to identify who that person is.
In the United States, we can look to the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) for guidance on what constitutes PII. They use this definition of
PII:
Any information about an individual maintained by an agency, including (1)
any information that can be used to distinguish or trace an individual’s identity, such as name, social security number, date and place of birth, mother’s
maiden name, or biometric records; and (2) any other information that is
linked or linkable to an individual, such as medical, educational, financial, and
employment information.20

It is worth noting that NIST differentiates between PII that can distinguish an individual from others; trace an individual to their activities or status; and link together
information that is logically associated but is not held in the same dataset, so as to
identify the individual.
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Other countries have slightly different standards for the definition of PII. Of
note is the recent General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) from Europe that
provides this definition of personal data:
Any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (“data
subject”); an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly
or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier or to one or more factors
specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or
social identity of that natural person.21
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The GDPR definition covers a wide range of personal information, from identification numbers to genetic information, under its definition of PII.
As outlined in both definitions, PII comes in different types. The most identifiable data is called a direct identifier, as a single data point can directly reveal a person’s identity. Direct identifiers are what are most commonly thought of as PII, as
there is a very clear relationship between this data and a person’s identity. The
second type of PII is the “indirect identifier,” which often describes a person’s attributes. Indirect identifiers don’t reveal a person’s identity with one data point but
are, instead, extremely powerful in combination; for example, the combination of
birth date, zip code, and gender is estimated to uniquely identify 87 percent of the
US population.22 A third type of PII, behavioral data, describes a person’s actions.
While a single action may not identify an individual, actions viewed collectively
demonstrate patterns in a person’s behavior which can then be used to identify that
person. The different types of PII are discussed more in chapter 4.
As you read through this book, it is important to keep all of these types of PII in
mind as they represent the wide range of data that libraries hold about patrons and
their behaviors. The full spectrum of patron information must be managed properly to protect patron privacy, though the strategies for managing different types of
PII covered in this book vary.
DATA EXHAUST

One more pernicious form of patron data bears calling out, and that is data exhaust.23
As our digital systems universally grow more complex, many record every interaction an individual has with that system. For example, online retail sites record every
product we view, building security systems track each keycard access and time, and
university learning management systems log every activity a student does within
a course. In libraries, proxy servers record every web page accessed by a patron
with a time stamp and the ILS can track patrons’ entire checkout history. Moving
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through modern life leaves a trail of data exhaust within every system with which
we interact. In thinking about where patron data exists within library systems in
order to protect patron privacy, libraries must be cognizant that these digital bread
crumbs create a link between an individual’s identity and their activities.
As your library works to improve data practices, it will be important to consider
privacy issues for both the patron data that the library consciously collects and the
data exhaust that is simply created by our systems.

Case Studies
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Throughout this book, we examine a case study that covers both academic and
public libraries to show you how the discussed concepts apply in a library setting.
The case study follows two friends, Leilani and Quinn, who went to library school
together and are now meeting up at the ALA Annual Conference, where they coincidentally attend the same session on data and privacy. Leilani is a systems librarian
for Malibu Beach Public Library and Quinn is the science librarian at Seattle State
University. As the two catch up they realize that they’re both dealing with data and
privacy issues at their respective libraries. Leilani recently had to clean up after a
data breach that included the loss of hundreds of library patrons’ addresses and
phone numbers and wants to prevent future breaches. Quinn just started working
on a learning analytics project to correlate student outcomes with library usage
and has privacy concerns about doing this type of analysis. After the session ends,
the two continue discussing data and privacy over bad convention hall coffee and
decide to keep in touch after the Annual Conference to share information and strategies on the topic. The rest of the book follows their developments.

How to Work Through This Book
Although reading this entire book will provide a deeper understanding of how
to protect patron data and keep it private, this book can also be read modularly.
Chapters were written to be fairly independent and provide a broader understanding of each specific topic without requiring significant background from previous
chapters. The end-of-chapter case studies, however, build across chapters and may
make more sense when read in order. We would certainly love for you to read and
learn from the entire book, but we also recognize the value in diving into a specific
chapter to make targeted improvements at your library. No matter how you choose
to read the book, we hope that you are able to learn and implement the strategies
within these pages to improve the privacy of patron data at your library.
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